Angle and temperature dependent photoelectron spectra with high energy and momentum resolution (AE = 30meV, A0 < ~tO.5') were taken near the Fermi energy (& < 1eV) of the quasi-two-dimensional, metallic layer compound TiTeg along the direction I%. The aim was to test the range of the validity of the Fermi liquid model using a Taylor expansion for the self-energy used by Claessen et al.
1 Introduction spectra in a relatively simple case. The results of such an analysis may give a deeper insight
Angle
Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) is a powerful tool to investigate the occupied band structure of condensed matter. For this purpose usually only the energy positions of the emission maxima in the experimental spectra are used. However, much information of the photoemission spectra -especially the line shape of the peaks -are ignored, if only the band structure is derived. In this work we deal with an already well known system lT-TiTez
[3] in order to test the application of line shape analysis to photoemission in many particle interactions (such as electronelectron correlation etc.). Further applications of this method could also be of great interest in the study of HTSC's.
Performing a line shape analysis we have to distinguish between intrinsic effects of the sample and effects due to the apparatus.
Only if we have a good knowledge of the latter effects a line shape analysis can give us correct insight into physical processes in the sample. Additionally a well defined spectrum of the sample is required which should contain if possible clearly identified single peaks with neglegible inelastic background.
Finally a theoretical based model-function describing the measured feature is necessary. The two-dimensional layered transition metal dichalcogenide TiTex satisfies the mentioned conditions.
We examined the strong emission of the Ti-3d,z-derived band along the i% direction which crosses the Fermi energy and fully disappears for angles 0 < 12'. The behaviour of this peak near the Fermi energy depends weakly, but noticeably on the stoichiometry of the investigated sample.
We carried out several measurements that showed this, TiTez differs from the other transition metal dichalchogenides because no CDW/PLD induced phase transitions occur. Moreover the clear separation of d-and p-bands allows a line shape analysis of the Ti-3d,a-peak.
Regarding resistivity measurements
[4] the conduction electrons of TiTe2 show the same behaviour as found for quasiparticle excitations combined with phonons in a normal metal. The temperature dependence of resistivity is linear in the range from room temperature down to 60K. Between 60K and 10K there is a dependence like CXT' as expected for electron-phonon scattering in a Fermi liquid.
Theoret ical Aspects
Within the usually applied three step model of photoemission and using the sudden approximation, the ARPES signal is proportional to the product of the trantition matrix element, the spectral function A(k,w), and the Fermi-Diracdistribution &(w). H owever, going beyond this simple description there are additional complications that might affect the photoemission line shape.
For example, in the more comprehensive one-step theory it is shown that the lifetime of the photoelectron adds to the total ARPES linewidth.
Since the final-state energy width is mixed in with a weight factor V~L/V,I, where ?&l and v,. denote the band velocities of the photohole and the photoelectron perpendicular to the surface, the effect of the final electron state broadening is sufficiently suppressed for quasitwo-dimensional systems, where r&J_ < V,L [5] . That is the reason why detailed line shape studies in the way mentioned above can best be performed on layered systems like TiTez or HTSC's or -provided that the intensity is high enough -on surface states. Finally scattering processes at SUPface imperfections and diffraction of the outgoing photoelectrons can influence the photoemission spectrum and its line shape.
Only if all these mentioned effects are small enough the ARPES signal can be taken to be representative of the electron removal spectrum. The spectral function A(i, u) itself is given by
(1) G(k,w) is the Green's function of the interacting electron system. The one-particle Green's function is given by
where ck denotes the free-par_ticle energy of the non interacting system. C(k,w) describes the complex self-energy containing all contributions due to electron-electron interactions.
In this paper we describe the experimental consequences for two different types of self-energies. For a three-dimensional Fermi liquid one normal9 finds a 2nd-order Taylor expansion for the kindependent self-energy [6] in the form
Using this self-energy the Fermi liquid spectral function is given by However, since the approximation for the selfenergy is valid only for small values of w the resulting spectral function is only correct in the direct neighbourhood of the Fermi energy. Especially for w > l/p ' Matho [Z] shows in his comment on the work by Claessen et al. [l] that the used self-energy produces an incorrect propagator with a pole in the physical sheet leading to a violation of the fermionic sumrule. Matho points out that the Taylor expansion of the self-energy corresponds to a Green's function on the Fermi _ -surface (k = k~) in the form The two summands in this Green's function describe the quasiparticle peak and the elastic but incoherent background due to quasiparticle excitations, respectively. For the quasiparticle peak one obtains the correct weight ZF but the weight -ZF for the background is quite unphysical. For that reason Matho suggests a more correct propagator on the Fermi surface of the form For Ek = 0 there is again a delta-peak, but note the strong deviations of the line shape especially for higher values of the peak binding energy Ek.
Beside the variation in the line shape the maximum of the spectral function lies at different energy positions when compared with figure 1. 
Experimental
Single crystals have been prepared using the va por growth technique with iodine as transport agent. The pure substances are filled in quartz tubes together with an amount of iodine and an excess of Te. The tubes are exposed to an exactly fixed temperature gradient for several days yielding single crystal samples up to the dimensions about 5mm x 5mm. These samples then are mounted on a cryostat with five degrees of freedom and cleaved in UHV using a lever fixed on the sample with silver glue yielding exact planes of cleavage along the van-der-Waals gap. The measurements were carried out with HeI,-radiation (hv =21.22eV) using an energy analyzer mounted on a two-axis-goniometer.
The energy resolution of the analyzer was 3lmeV and the angular acceptance about 4~0.5~. The energy scale is fixed to the Fermi level which was determined with an inaccuracy of f3meV by measuring the Fermi edge of a thin polycrystalline gold film at T=3OK. First we investigated samples prepared by different excess of Te. In the following we label samples prepared with lmg/cm3 and 3mg/cm3 excess of Te as SAMPLE1 and SAMPLES, respectively. In fig. 4 photoemission spectra of SAMPLE1 at T=75K are shown. Beginning at r9=27O we see a broad structure at -8OmeV binding-energy dispersing to lower binding-energy for smaller 29 down to 6=15" where the dispersion goes backwards. For angles r9 <loo the structure disappears. Comparing with fig. 5 where the spectra of SAMPLE2 are plotted we detect in principle the same behaviour for 24 > 15". However, for smaller 6 the peak does not move backwards to higher binding-energy and disappears at 29 =ll'. These differences are shown in fig. 6 where also the behaviour at room temperature (T=300K) is displayed. Due to the smaller cut-off effects by the Fermi-Dirac distribution the differences become larger. Maxima of the ARPES-weight can be detected especially above the Fermi level. Again at T=300K SAMPLE2 does not show a backwards directed dispersion for 29 ~15~. As the spectra plotted in fig. 4 and fig. 5 are normalized to the same height we have to mention as an additional effect the rapid decrease of the ARPES intensity for 29 <15O. 
The differences between SAMPLE1
and SAMPLE2 concerning dispersion be come smaller for decreasing temperatures.
Line Shape Analysis of the Ti-3d,a-Peak
In a line shape analysis a model function is fitted to the experimental data varying the different fit parameters. In this paper we look at the two different theoretical model functions mentioned above. The general procedure of the line shape analysis is shown in fig.7 .
First we have to consider the model-function and the corresponding fit parameters with respect to the physical background.
Under these conditions we have three direct fit parameters: the energetical position EL, the renormalised quasiparticle decay constant /3', and an intensity factor I. The model-function is multiplied with the FermiDirac distribution containing as fixed parameters the Fermi energy EF and the temperature T which are determined accurately during the measurements. The angular acceptance of the analyzer is directly connected to the All-resolution by Akll = 0.5123@&%osdA6
The estimated kll resolution manifests itself in an energy resolution due to where dE/%ll d enotes the energy dispersion of the structure under investigation.
Because this factor is obtained as a result of the fit we have to estimate it in a self-consistent way. Taking into account the effect of limited angle resolution we have to integrate the model-function over a range in k-space determined by the factor &'E/i?kll. This integration is weighted by the distribution of k determined by ray-tracing calculations for the electron analyzer. The experimental energy resolution is simulated by convoluting the modelfunction with a gaussian profile of width AE. Finally we have to consider effects which add to the background of the spectra such as inelastic scattering of electrons and satellites due to the He-discharge-lamp.
For 9 > 15" the background of the spectra is neglegibly small. For 6 5 15' we subtracted a small Shirley-background [7] . We use a least-squares-method to accomplish the fit.
In fig. 9 the result of a Fermi liquid fit corresponding to the model-function used by Claessen et al. is shown. For 6 <15O we observe a good agreement between experimental data and the fit. For 6 >15' the differences between fit and data become larger and above 29=17' the model is not suitable to describe the experimental line shape. In fig. 10 the fit corresponding to the model-function proposed by Matho is plotted. The model-parameters Q and ZF were kept constant to 1 and 0.2, respectively, in order to minimize the number of free fit-parameters. In comparison to fig.9 there is now a much better agreement between data and fit also for large 99. Something special happens at 19 =15", where the intensity decreases and the band is crossing the Fermi level at room temperature.
Looking at the fit-parameter ck we detect a change of sign, indicating that the main line crosses the Fermi energy. Therefore the fits for 6 <14' are performed not with the main line, but with the remaining spectral weight in the photoemission region ( i.e. E < CF). -"'2 E-EF,'eV * 
